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During the past few years the Sierra Club and its allies have come

to an agreement with those in the forest products industry. It seems clear,

in fact, that nearly all parties agree that the National Forests are not

being "properly" managed. In brief, this means that none of the various

competing interests feel that the National Forests are managed for them.

From this we can infer that the Forest Service has not been "captured" by

any single group. Thus, given that the Forest Service has responsibility

for substantial and highly valued resources and that it has great managerial

discretion, we may be confident that the various interested parties will

continue efforts to impose their policy preferences upon the decisions

of the Forest Service.

New policy decisions shift costs and benefits. In effect, property

rights in forest resources are granted and revoked without normal negotiation

and without full compensation. Thus, the policy making process is inherently

conflictual. As applied to the National Forests, new policies can be fostered

in two broad ways. The first, we might call "intramural." In this case

the fundamental congressional acts are accepted. Within these constraints

the various interest groups as well as interested individuals attempt to

influence the Forest Service in its exercise of discretion. For example,

the forest supervisor might be encouraged to restrict snowmobiles from a

winter feeding area or to refrain from road building on a watershed feeding

a prime trout area. In localized cases of this type, at issue is the emphasis

placed upon the various uses and values that are produced within the forest.

A similar "intramural" process might occur at the regional or national level

where representatives from the various interested groups might prevail upon
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the Forest Service to give greater weight to their concerns. Under these

circumstances one factor that might reasonably come into play is the threat

of changing the congressional mandate or "rules of the game" under which

the various parties, including the Forest Service, operate.

This second possibility may be viewed as an attempt to change the

range of discretion available to the Forest Service, or, as in the case

of the Multiple-Use Sustained Yield Act of 1960, to codify and hence to

defend and secure the amount of discretion available to the Forest Service.1/

The so-called National Timber Supply Act of 1969 was an effort to channel

policy making within the Forest Service in a particular direction, in

2/
this case toward greater emphasis on timber production.2/ In contrast

with this aborted effort is S1592, the McGee Clearcut Moritorium Bill.

The impact of this bill would also be to limit the discretion of the Forest

Service, by prohibiting the practice of clearcutting on the National Forests

for a limited time.3/ Its proponents agree that the Forest Service gives

far too much weight to the forest products industry and hence the interests

of the more general public must be protected. In each of these cases we

note that groups with particular interests invoice the political process

in efforts to foster policy decisions which advance their claims to rights in

the public forests.

In general, all policy making in the American political context follows

a similar pattern. Demands are made by individuals or groups upon the

political system at some level. The component of the political system

responds by ignoring the demands, by converting the demands into public

policy, or by strengthening entrenchment in the existing policy, If the

interested group is not successful, it can make the demand at what it considers
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to be a more vulnerable place within the political system. The above

cases are examples of this process.

This brief sketch of political mechanics is included to advertise one

point — that current management of the National Forest is substantially

dependent upon the effective strength of the various demands placed upon

its managers. And these demands may or may not be consistent with the

maintenance of what most Americans might view as "high quality" forests.

Conflict regarding the management of the national Forest arises from

a simple fact. One cannot maximize the production of one use without

sacrificing to some degree some other uses. Beyond certain limits domestic

cattle and sheep are competitors for browse with wild animals; logging

demands compete with fishing for the maintenance of a given level of water

quality. In brief, while some uses are reinforcing, (e.g. logging tends to

encourage high deer population) tradeoffs among competing values are an

inherent aspect of the management of a public (or private) resource. Within

this context it is unreasonable to expect "politics" to be absent from

the management of the National Forests.

Proposed solutions to existing management problems range from small

changes in criteria or practices to rather drastic changes in the form

and function of management itself. In the latter category is a proposal,

4/

voiced by Milton Friedman and others,— that government agencies should not

manage these forests at all. Instead management would be left to private

managers and the present value of wealth captured for public use by

auctioning off rights (title) to the lands in question, It is our purpose

in this paper to discuss the issues involved in evaluating the potential

costs and benefits of such a solution, to predict changes which might
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occur due to adoption of such a policy, and to comment on the probability

of its occurrence.

The effectiveness of management, however measured, depends on the

combination of information and incentives facing the decision maker, who

has a given level of resources and technology available. Thus the organ-

izational context influences the choices actually made by management by

affecting the incentive structure and information constraints within which

they operate. . .

In a market system with private ownership of rights to assets, incentives

and much of the information flow are handled through prices. Hot only do bid

and asked prices convey condensed information on the relative values of

alternative uses of resources, but the same prices also give resource owners

and managers a powerful incentive to use their resources in the manner

most helpful to others. We need not count on good will, morality, or

principle: greed will suffice. Within a market context people are of course

free to ignore the wishes of others — expressed thru bid and asked prices —

but when prices are not distorted, resource users and owners sacrifice

wealth exactly to the extent that they ignore those wishes. It is largely

the efficiency of prices in transmitting information, and their effectiveness

in providing incentive without coercion, which make the market system

attractive.

The advantages claimed for this sort of resource management system

include diversity, individual freedom, adaptiveness, the production of

information, and a certain equity. Diversity is fostered because there

is no single, centralized decision maker but many asset owners and entre-

preneurs each of whom can exercise his own vision. Those who correctly
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anticipate people's desires are most rewarded. Individual freedom is

preserved as those who wish to participate in and support each activity-

may do so on the basis of willing consent. Adaptiveness is encouraged in

both management and consumptive activities, since prices provide immediate

information and incentive for action as soon as changes are seen. If

only a few see scarcities or opportunities ahead, they can buy, sell, — or

just provide expertise as a small group of consultants — and thus direct

resource use without convincing 51% of the voters (or their bureaucracy)

of the advantages of their preferences. In this case profits will reward

foresight and quick action, while losses discipline those who divert

resources foolishly.

Production of information in a market situation is slowly being recog--

nized for its importance.— Activities not marketed are proving very dif-

ficult to manage rationally for there is little or no concrete evidence

of how people really evaluate nonmarketed activities relative to other

resource-using activities.6/ We know, for example, how much people are

willing to sacrifice for a thousand board feet' of lumber of a given species

and grade, but how much would they pay for a day's access to a wilderness

area? In the latter case we have only rough estimates.

Even the most conscientious and competent manager cannot make good

management decisions on resource inputs without knowledge of the absolute

and relative values of his various outputs.

Finally, there is a measure of equity in having those people who use

a resource, or wish to reserve it for use, pay for it by sacrificing some

of their wealth. The proceeds from the sale of public assets could be dis-
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tributed, or invested and perpetually distributed to the poor or •whomever.

Those using the forests would be required to pay, whether it be for rec-

reation, timber harvest, or even research in a unique area.

Unfortunately, the beautiful picture above does not fully describe

all real-world market situations, The prime villian in disturbing the

beauty of the picture is what economists and political scientists call

"externalities."7/ Broadly, this means that asset owners or managers

may not be in a position to capture all the benefits or pay for costs of

their various actions.8/ It is clear that in a market situation there

is normally little incentive to provide goods or services that offer no

return. If, for example, a forest owner could not exclude those recreation-

ists who did not pay for access, receipts would understate recreational

valuation, and he would have a diminished Incentive to preserve or provide

recreational opportunity -— assuming the benefits of alternatives uses,

such as timber harvests, are fully captured by the owner. We are confident

that among potential externalities (difficult aspects to contract for) are

some of the effects of flood control, watershed provision, weather modification,

animal habitat, biotic diversity, and environmental buffering. These

effects might be partially internalized by placing restrictions on the

title transfer, constraining the buyers to avoid certain socially costly

decisions. But to the extent this happens, the benefits of market organization

and Individually expressed preferences are eschewed. In practice we have

generally gone much further, leaving management directly in the hands of

managers who have relatively little Incentive to listen to or be guided

by individual preferences as expressed in relative prices. To summarize



briefly, the existence of externality is recognized by many economists

and political scientists as a necessary — but not sufficient — condition

for governmental interference with markets to possibly improve efficient

9/

resource management.9/ A significant point to remember here is that an

important form of externality is pervasive also in all governmental forms

of organization. At best, decision makers are held "accountable" by the

threat of replacement if their decisions are not desirable to their superiors

or to politically influential clientele. They do not, however, receive

directly the gains from better management (or declines in resource values

from poor management) as private resource owners generally do. This follows,

as do market externalities, from the fact that property rights are

attennated.10/

Many resource managers find the above anti-market argument based upon

externalities - both positive and negative - sufficient to justify departures

from market determined resource utilization. Another tack, however, is

taken by some of those who criticize market results. If people generally

don't know what is best for themselves, then they make bad decisions in a

market. In contrast, if bureaucrats are making the decisions while working

under political representatives, the people may be "saved from themselves".

It is quite clear to some that from this perspective the average man dem-

onstrates bad taste in preferring developed recreational areas to pristine wilder-

ness. The fact that many people will pay much more for a cabin near the

former than near the latter is clear evidence to them that "common" people

should not be trusted to manage their own affairs. The fear that fewer

wilderness areas might exist if the relatively few users had to pay for the
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resources withheld from other uses, understandably disturbs wilderness

buffs. An assumption implicit in this position is that people who make

unwise decisions in the market place make wise decisions at the ballot box.

Another group of people opposing the sale of forests to private op-

erators recognizes the desirable and undesirable aspects of private manage-

ment, but object precisely on equity grounds. Many of us in the West who

use national Forests extensively are greatly subsidized. We realize that

we would have to pay for what we now get free, or at reduced cost. Such

subsidies are much more likely to be provided (especially to the relatively

wealthy recipients) when they are hidden by the lack of cash transactions

that characterize many of the uses of the public forests. A private man-

ager's desire to allocate resources where they are most valued and to

extract the maximum rent might be inconsistent with our continued subsidy.11/

In summary, there are three major arguments against market management.

The first is that externalities may be great enough to overcome the advan-

tages of using prices to transmit information efficiently and to provide

noncoercive incentives for effective management. Problems of externality

in governmental operation typically are ignored by people accepting this

argument. The second is the argument, essentially elitist, is that people's

preferences as expressed in the market are wrong. Thus, good managers

and policies must be selected through governmental action. In this manner .

we may expect to improve upon the results of market choices. A third

factor, not often stated publicly, is that the current subsidy given to



many users of natural resources (such as national forests) would be made

explicit and hence might be reduced If a market system of resource manage-

ment were introduced.

What effects then could we predict if our National Forests were sold

and if forests were operated by governmental units only when those units

paid for forests as they pay for other resources? The first and most obvious

impact would be a large revenue windfall to the government. Some of this

presumably would be reserved for continued public provision of forest access

and improvement. The costs of these services would, however, be explicit

rather than hidden as currently is the case. The (presumed) reduction

in public provision of forest services at low or zero cost to users would

mean a transfer of real wealth from forest resource users to the

beneficiaries to the programs subsequently increased. . Thus, forest users

would more often pay for the resources they withdraw from alternative uses.

A second impact would be an increase of forest use of the types people

are willing to pay for. Simultaneously, information would be produced on

just how each competing forest use is valued by people. Some forest

areas would no doubt be subject to very intense development for use by

masses of people with preference for easy access and comfort. Also, how-

ever, some wilderness areas could be expected to be more strongly protected

than now, as some entrepreneurs catered to those willing and able to pay for

access to pristine wilderness. Just as we have restaurants of all kinds, in

about the proportions people want and will pay for, we could expect an im-

mense diversity in forest use and perhaps even the development of use

patterns not yet attempted, as private owners tried to increase the use-

fulness (value) of their land.
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A change not to be expected is a shift to strictly short-sighted goals,

such as immediate exploitation of logging potential to the expected detri-

ment of long-run productivity in the land. The owner of a forest may be

50 years old and expect to live only to 70; but, even if he wants to leave his

heirs nothing, he will maximize his own returns by managing the forest in

such a way as to maximize long-run expected value. He would thus sell

out when he wants cash and would receive expected market value. Of

course, if timber prices are expected to rise less rapidly than other

prices, due perhaps to expected development of wood substitutes, then

immediate harvest may make sense both privately and socially, depending

on timber growth rates, and the effects of timber harvest on alternative

forest land uses. Only in those cases when the private owner cannot

capture increased values of better management, as in the case where

recreationists can't be charged for their use of land, will private owners

be more "short sighted" or "lacking in vision" than government managers

might be.

In the absence of constraints upon private owners, a new set of exter-

nalities would likely become important. While government operations stifle

create activity, adaptiveness, and response to important efficiency questions
' •

by making the benefits of these attributes and actions inaccessible to

the decision maker, private operation reduces responsiveness to politically

expressed desires. Thus the costs of poor watershed or recreation management

will not fully accrue to the private operator unless property rights are

enforceable at reasonable costs. That is, if the benefits of better

watershed management or enhanced recreation opportunities do not redound

directly to the private forest owner to reduce law suits or reduce cash

receipts, the private forest will most likely be mismanaged.
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In summary, three kinds of effects are expected. First, one kind of

externality is exchanged for another. Both benefits and costs (except extra

work) of nearly all improvements in management are external to governmental

managers. Diversity and adaptiveness, if they mean more work or risk, are

probably more likely with private than with public management. Secondly,

income is redistributed from those who now use forests without paying full

costs to the beneficiaries of newly expanded government programs or tax

cuts. The third kind of change is the production of valuable information,

as users compete in the bidding for resources formerly allocated by decree

or other non-market methods.

The net desirability of selling our national forests, then, depends

on judgements as to (l) which set of externalities is most acceptable,

(2) whether the general public, rather than the forest users as such, de-

serve the value produced by public forest lands, and (3) how valuable the extra

information produced by market operation, on relative values of competing

forest land uses, actually is. Further research hopefully will shed

light on questions (l) and (3), but (2) is basically a value judgement,

so that research could at most indicate the size and distribution of

changes in wealth.

As we noted in our introduction, however, the management of our

public lands in inherently political. It is compellingly obvious that

the mere consideration of a change in the form of management as drastic

as that discussed will generate political heat. Thus we might reasonably

expect powerful and possibly diffuse resistance to this alternative.

It seems clear that many classes of forest users are so highly subsidized
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by the general public that they might be made worse off by this change.

Examples of such groups would include cattlemen who receive grazing rights

far below market rates, and certain logging firms, who have reportedly

exercized oligopsony power in obtaining stumpage at less than what would be

the prevailing rates. Several such groups have recurrently demonstrated

political skill in affecting policy. While often in opposition, in the case

at hand they would have strong incentive to work in concert. The political

strength of these groups is formidable. Finally, we must consider the

position of the Forest Service (as well as the Bureau of Land Management)

and other governmental agencies. Given the propensities of bureaucracies

for survival and growth, and the political dexterity occasionally evidenced

by the Forest Service, it seems certain that they would offer formidable

opposition to the sale of the National Forests. In view of the bias inherent

in their position and their natural advantage of access to data, it seems

quite possible that even without the direct aid of their clientele interest

groups, the Forest Service could block legislation aimed at the sale of

the National Forest.

On the other side of the ledger, those who would strongly support

this kind of proposal are less easily identifiable. Certainly those

entrepreneurs who saw the greatest potential return from given types

of forest services ( and who thus could outbid others for the resources

without giving up all the expected value of the resource) could be expected

to support such a proposal. If revenues from a sale of forest were ear-marked

for specific projects, then the beneficiaries of those projects also

could be expected to support the change, Among consumers of the forest
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services however, the extent of support would depend heavily on the results

of study into projected patterns of actual use and the prices expected to

accompany those patterns. For example, Sierra Club members might even be

expected to support private ownership if it became apparent that the really

pristine wilderness experience in America, like bird hunting in Britain, is

best preserved in a private setting. If back packers in general became

convinced that the development of high density recreational areas, which

reduced the pressure on wilderness areas, would proceed much more rapidly

with private development, than they too might endorse the notion of private

management of large blocks of forest.

Concluding Remarks

The authors are conviced that: a) current management institutions

leave serious problems of efficiency and equity unsolved, b) misconceptions

abound concerning the nature of a market solution to this problem,

c) a simple market solution, unbounded by continuing government intervention

of some sort, would involve serious externality problems, and d) the

empirical information needed to predict and compare the results of increased

use of the market mechanism is largely unavailable now, so that much empirical

research is called for. We hope that this paper has illuminated the issue

and raised the sorts of questions that might stimulate research in this

important area.








